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Dragon Medical One Desktop Application (“Dragon Desktop”) - Tip Sheet 

Launching Dragon Desktop 
The Dragon Medical One Desktop Application icon will be located on your desktop, and is 

launched separately from your target application (e.g. Word, Outlook) where you wish for text 

to appear. 

Use your EPR ID as your username to log in for the first time.  

If you have an existing UHN Dragon Medical One user account (for use with EPR or Epic), all of your previously saved 

auto-texts and vocabulary within Dragon will be available in Dragon desktop – these preferences are associated with 

your Dragon User ID. 

The Dragon Medical One desktop application can be used in a variety of applications on your computer either directly 

with fully supported applications or by transferring text from the dictation box.  

 

Using Dragon Medical One Desktop with Supported Target Applications 
Dragon is supported by certain applications including Microsoft Word or Outlook.  When you speak with the Dragon 

microphone on, your dictation appears within the target application where your cursor has been placed.   

You may choose to anchor the speech focus to your target application, so that you can open and navigate/reference 

other applications without removing the speech focus from the target application. For detailed instructions on using 

<Ctrl> + <Alt> + A to anchor the speech focus to your application, consult the Help file from the Dragon Menu Bar.  You 

can change which application has the speech focus anchored to it any time, and you can also use Options > General 

from the Dragon Menu Bar to automatically anchor the speech focus when recording is started.  

 

Using Dragon Medical One Desktop to Transfer Text to other Target Applications 
Microsoft Teams, EPR, and other clinical/business applications are not fully supported by Dragon Desktop (i.e. dictated 

text does not directly go into the application). You may still use the Dragon Dictation box and then transfer text to the 

target application (say “transfer text” or use the  icon).  

 

When using speech recognition for EPR, only use the EPR with Speech application icon to launch EPR in 

conjunction with Dragon (via Citrix), instead of launching Dragon Desktop separately. 

 

Support  
Select Help from the Dragon Menu Bar to learn about common tasks such as 

creating text and working quickly using Dragon. 

The Dragon Menu Bar includes access to Options (setting preferences) and What 

You Can Say (lists voice commands and the names of Auto-Text templates that 

have been saved). 

Kindly send any questions about Dragon to speechrecognition@uhn.ca. The 

project team monitors the inbox Monday to Friday, 9:00 AM-5:00 PM and 

we strive to respond within 2 hours. For urgent issues with Dragon after hours or 

on holidays call the Help Desk.  
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Tips 
 Speech recognition complements your existing text-entry methods. 

You may find that a combination of using your voice, keyboard and 

mouse within your target application will give you the optimal 

efficiency when it comes to formatting and spelling in your 

documents.  

 Review What You Can Say from within the Dragon Menu, this includes 

several Microsoft Windows specific commands that can improve your 

experience using Dragon Desktop.  

 

Important Reminder: Protect PHI 
 Clinical documentation (including self-dictated notes) that includes 

any personal health information (PHI) should be created directly in 

EPR 

 Documents containing any PHI should not be stored on your desktop 

or local (“C:\”) drive.  

 Upload any notes containing PHI to EPR, if you require assistance 

please contact Health Records 

 Please refer to the Appropriate Use of Information & Information Technology policy for additional UHN privacy 

policy information. 

 

https://www.uhn.ca/corporate/AboutUHN/Governance_Leadership/Policies/Documents/1.40.012_Appropriate_Use_of_IT.pdf#search=appropriate%20use

